
North Lodge Park - The Community View
The Friends survey on North Lodge Park generated a very strong 
response with 747 people responding during March and April 2015. 

The overwhelming view is that the special character of the Park as 
a beautiful, peaceful green space in the heart of Cromer should be 
safeguarded, and that the lawns and flower beds of North Lodge Park 
are an important asset to the town. Nothing should happen that is 
not in keeping with this special character. Respondents often spoke 
passionately about their fond memories of the Park throughout their 
lives and how it provides an ‘oasis of calm’, particularly at times when 
the town is very busy during the summer months. In order to protect this 
special nature of the Park, the Friends are proposing a set of principles 
that will guide how the Park should be maintained and developed.

Respondents show very strong support for improved maintenance and 
improved facilities in the Park.  There is a clear wish from the community 
for the café to be reopened as soon as possible -  the café should be 
open by this summer (2015).

There is also strong support for more dedicated areas such as a play 
area for children. There are several areas in the Park where immediate 
improvements are required, such as the concrete area by the main 
entrance. The Friends recommend actions are taken to address these 
areas quickly. In addition, the movement and parking of vehicles in the 
Park needs to be urgently reviewed.

There is also support for more activities and events, and allowing private 
events which raise funds for the Park provided these are carefully 
controlled and don’t over-constrain other public uses of the Park. It is 
recommended that activities and events are facilitated by the Friends 
and others to bring the Park to life this year. Putting in the Park is 
definitely one activity missed by the community and it is recommended 
that the Friends explore ways to bring this back. 

To establish North Lodge Park as a living community hub is an objective 
strongly proposed in the survey responses. One key recommendation, 
therefore, is that the Park is run as a Trust managed by members of the 
community. While this is set up, it is recommended that the working 
arrangements on the current Park management committee are reviewed 
to ensure an equitable partnership between the Town Council and the 
Friends. Another key recommendation is that the budget allocated 
needs to be sufficient to maintain and improve the Park and ensure no 
further deterioration. 

The community understands the need to manage the Park within a long 
term plan. The recommendations arising out of the responses to this 
survey are given as a first step in this process and the Friends propose 
to take a proactive role in developing, and then consulting on, a 5-10 
year plan for the Park. This will include exploring ways to develop a 
play area as well as investigating many of the other interesting ideas 
suggested in the survey. 

Cromer Town Council has been asked to respond in writing to these 
recommendations and the Friends look forward to a positive response 
so we can all work together for the good of our Park.SU
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This survey was designed to gain a clear overview of the strength 
of different opinions regarding what the community wants to 
see happen to North Lodge Park. To aid easy completion a brief 
questionnaire was created with just five questions. Both closed and 
open questions were included to enable collation of data and to 
ensure respondents had freedom to express their own views. While 
the closed responses to questions 1-3 provided clear percentages, 
a coding frame was created for question 4 to identify the responses 
that occurred most frequently. Question 5 asked if respondents would 
like to become a Friend and if there were ways in which they would 
like to help. The questionnaire was produced on paper and online.

Analysis of responses was carried out by two members of the Friends’ 
committee, one with expertise of using computer software to collate 
and search data and one with experience of national consultations 
using questionnaires.

All responses were read carefully so that all comments made were 
taken into account. All interesting ideas were noted. Individual 
responses within each completed questionnaire were also considered 
to ensure that there had been no misunderstanding about the 
questions. For example, a small number of responses that expressed 
the view there should be ‘no change’ clearly wished the Park should 
go back to what it was in the past which would require ‘some 
changes’ from what it is today. In this case the original responses 
were not changed but reference to this possible interpretation is 
included in the text of this report.

Where percentages are given in the report these relate to the number 
of responses to that question as not all questions were answered 
by everyone who submitted a response. Questions 1, 2 and 3 were 
answered by nearly everyone. Question 4 was answered by 626 
respondents (84% of the total number who responded). In response 
to Q5 there are now over 230 included on the Friends’ data-base who 
will receive newsletters and be kept informed about the Park. Many 
of these new Friends also offered help.

1.0 Introduction
Part One: Analysis of the responses received

I recently moved to the area 
and until I saw press coverage 

didn’t know there was a park

It’s a vital recreational space in the cen-
tre of the Urban environment that is 

one of the last cliff top locations in the 
town that is not developed and is freely 
accessible to the general public. This is 
an important tourist asset that needs 
to be saved for the people and visitors 

of Cromer.

1.1 Methodology

747responses
analysed

Time to bring it up to date and chal-

lenge the normal thinking with some 

interesting public art, planting and 

events area



1.2 Responses received

Respondents by age group

under 18

19 to 40

60+

41 to 60

How often respondents visit the Park

frequently

often

rarely

never

We need a park that will keep 

young families in Cromer, even on 

a wet, rainy day

The survey was launched at the AGM of the Friends of 
North Lodge Park on 4 March. It ended on 20 April. During 
this time 747 responses were received. 534 of these 
responses were completed online and 213 on paper.

During this time the following responses were received:
Under 18 19-40 41-60 over 60

39 142 240 326
5% 19% 32% 44%

The frequency of visits to the Park was also 
recorded. The majority of respondents (41%) 
visited the Park several times a week and 
many (36%) visited several times a month. 
However there was a significant number 
of respondents (21%) that visited the Park 
rarely and 16 respondents (2%) never visited 
the Park. This data shows the Park has many 
visitors with at least 300 visiting every week 
and another 268 visiting fairly often.

Don’t think I missed a single year of putting in any of 

the last 50 till last year! Spoke to a couple of elderly 

ladies last year, visitors from the Midlands who come to 

Cromer every few months seemingly to use the putting 

greens. Since the greens have been closed, they’ve been 

bringing their own putters and balls and a pair of 

scissors to clip round the holes

To keep this beautiful space which is an 

enormous asset for Cromer, as place for all 

future generations to enjoy. It has the potential 

to be a vibrant hub away from the beach, 

offering quiet areas just to sit peacefully or 

‘busy’ areas for fun and entertainment.77%
visit the Park
regularly or often

I think it would be fantastic to 

bring the park up to date, while 

keeping its character



2.1 The nature of the park
The overwhelming view was that the special character of 
the Park as a beautiful, peaceful green space in the heart of 
Cromer should be safeguarded. Nothing should happen that 
is not in keeping with this special character. Respondents 
often spoke passionately about their fond memories of the 
Park throughout their lives and how it provides an ‘oasis of 
calm’, particularly at times when the town is very busy during 

the summer months. Responses show clearly that the 
lawns and flower beds of North Lodge Park are seen 
as an important asset to Cromer. Maintaining this 
special character was the most frequently mentioned 
strongest wish for the Park.

While there were requests for the Park just to be 
returned to what was remembered from the past, 
the large majority (69%) want to see some changes 
made to enhance its potential as a ‘central hub for 
the community and visitors’. While some respondents 
(18%) want to see major change, nearly all of the 
suggestions they made were still very much within the 
spirit of the park as a peaceful green space. Very few 
suggested features that would dramatically change 

the nature of the Park.

Almost everyone (97%) supports improving maintenance 
and upkeep, improving facilities and having more dedicated 
areas in the Park. Support for more special activities and 
events is also strong with almost 80% support. However, 
20% of respondents (143 responses) expressed some anxiety 
about extra events and ask that any additional activities 
be carefully monitored so they do not overly reduce the 
peacefulness of the Park. The majority of these concerns 
were expressed by respondents aged 60+.

While the majority (75%) support using the Park for private 
events, this question received the greatest number of 
negative responses with 25% of respondents (176 responses) 
not supporting this suggestion. In contrast to the negative 
responses to the question about activities, these responses 
were expressed more equally across the different age groups.

It should also be noted that those who support using the 
park for private events often qualified their response. For 
example, there were concerns that the whole park remains 
open and that private events, such as wedding receptions, 
should not change the nature of the Park. Again, it is felt 
that they should be closely monitored. Overall, though, 
respondents recognise the need to explore ways to create 
additional funds for the Park.

While the survey results include responses from younger 
members of the community the relatively small percentage 
of the age group highlights a major need to find ways to 
involve young people more in the life of the Park. Although 
some older respondents are concerned about misbehaving 
young people, there is very strong support for the Park being 
a place for families and catering for all ages.

2.0 Key findings
This report frames the key findings in relation to:

• views about the nature of the park
• the specific actions requested
• interesting ideas for further exploration

Improved maintenance and upkeep (such as 
planting, buildings, lighting, boating lake)

Improved facilities in the Park (such as cafe and 
toilets) 

More dedicated areas in the Park (such as children’s 
area, picnic area, putting area, community garden) 

More special activities/events (such as nature 
trails, concerts, markets, art exhibitions) 

Using the Park for private events to provide funding 
for the Park (such as wedding receptions) 

support do not 
support

North Lodge Park is the 

quintessential English 

seaside town park

some change

major change

no change

How much should the Park change?



2.2 Strongest wishes for the Park
Question 4 in the survey was an open question designed to allow 
respondents to highlight the features they most wanted to see in the 
Park. Respondents had given their views in relation to some suggested 
changes and this question was designed to gain a sense of their strongest 
wishes for the Park. This would then help identify priorities for action. 
It should be stressed, however, that the responses to this question 
indicate strongest wishes and the following data should be read in this 
way. For example, the statement that the ninth most expressed wish 
is for maintaining the boating lake does not imply that the 15% (96 
respondents) of respondents that expressed this wish are the only ones 
that want this to happen.

The following summarises the responses in descending 
order from the wish expressed most frequently.

The strongest wish is that every improvement should 
seek to enhance the nature of the Park as described above 
and that nothing is done that would change its character. 
However, this does not mean that it should calcify, with 
respondents only seeking to recall what it had been, but, 

instead, this character should be enhanced through making 
the Park more welcoming and more community focussed. This 
community view of the Park was the seventh most mentioned 
wish.

The cafe is seen to be the most important facility in the Park and there 
were many requests for it to be open all year round and that, above all, it 
should be opened as soon as possible. Respondents commented on how 
it could be a focal point for the community and how it could attract many 
more visitors to the Park. There were frequent requests for the cafe to 
provide ‘home-cooked food’. It was also felt that, as a successful concern, 
it could contribute financially to the ongoing improvement of the Park.

The third most mentioned wish for the Park is an improved children’s play 
area. Within this wish there are different views about the age range this 
area should cater for, with some respondents wanting it to be suitable 
for a range of ages and others wanting it for the very young. There were 
also calls for it to be as creative and exciting as possible. (The Friends 
Facebook page attracted an immediate positive response of over 150 in 
a very short time when it displayed a picture of a wooden play ship.) This 
wish for a play area was also strengthened by responses that referred to 
the need to improve the concrete area (the area situated by the main 
gate in Overstrand Road). Respondents often commented on how much 
children had enjoyed the activities that were provided in this area in the 
past.

The next most mentioned wish is for improved planting and, where 
appropriate, landscaping. As this wish was also implied by those asking for 
the Park to be returned to how it was, this request features very strongly 
in views about what should happen in the Park. Several respondents 
mentioned how much better cared for the Park had been in the recent 
past and how sad and annoyed they were at how it had been allowed to 
decay. There were repeated calls for it not to be allowed to decay further. 
On a more positive note, some respondents expressed their thanks to 
the people who already care for the plants by the boating lake. The rose 

keep Park as lovely, peaceful place

(improved) open cafe

children’s play area

better planting/landscaping

activities / events

putting

community Park

concrete area

boating lake

picnic areas

It’s so run-down that it’s an 

embarrassment to the town

A green space such as the park, 
with its stunning sea views and 
activities for all ages is an asset 

to a seaside town



garden also generated several responses. Respondents enjoy the peace 
of this space and there were requests for it to have its own entrance so 
that it could be accessed from Overstrand road.

The fifth and sixth most mentioned wishes are for more activities and 
events. Many asked for the Park to be more vibrant and inclusive. Requests 
were made for concerts, particularly brass band concerts in the summer, 
and for activities designed for different age groups. Markets, fairs and 
dances were also suggested. The activity most frequently requested 
is putting and this was expressed as the strongest wish by nearly 150 
respondents. There were also many references to putting in respondents’ 
answers to the other questions.

As mentioned above, the seventh most mentioned wish is that the Park 
should be more welcoming and more community focussed. Respondents 
across all ages stressed how the Park should be a special place for 
families. Another view, expressed frequently, was that the Park should be 
developed as a community asset, involving the whole community in the 
way it is managed and improved. Several respondents said they wanted 
the Park to be a ‘vibrant place for all ages’.

The next most mentioned wish is for the concrete area to be improved. 
This is the area situated by the main gate in Overstrand Road. As these 
responses also related to the need for improved facilities for children of 
all ages this is a very strong wish for the Park. Respondents commented 
on the dreadfully dilapidated state of the buildings and how this space 
significantly affects how people first see the Park. Negative comments 
were made about the use of the area as a ‘dumping ground’ for the 
maintenance contractors and how their vehicles had damaged the edges 
of the roads. Several respondents suggested that this space, or part of it, 
could be used for parking of the vehicles that are currently parked outside 
the Lodge and playschool. Some asked that it provide a much needed 
space for disabled parking in this part of the town. Several commented 
how a separate entrance to the concrete area would greatly reduce the 
number of cars in the Park. While a significant number expressed their 
wish for no parking, responses made in other sections of the online 
questionnaire also expressed strong concerns about the mixing of 
pedestrians and vehicles. It was felt that, at the very least, cars that have 
to enter the Park should be made to drive very slowly.

The ninth most mentioned wish is for the boating lake to be kept well-
maintained. This is a much used part of the Park, even throughout winter, 
and attracts many visitors.

There were then four wishes that each received around 60 responses. 
These are to have picnic areas with picnic benches, bowling restored, no 
parking and better toilets.

The number of responses then dropped with the next eight wishes 
receiving between 10 and 20 responses. These were for better seating, 
tidying of paths, having a covered area, an outdoor gym, a water games/
splash area, better lighting, art displays/exhibitions and market stalls.

Other wishes received less than 10 responses. Some of these are included 
in the next section.

I want to see it buzzing with families

I would most like to see the North 
Lodge Park become a fantastic 

community and family venue that 
it has the opportunity to be

Cromer needs to show its visitors 

that we are modern, fun and a 

great place to come back to year 

after year

It used to be brilliant when you 
could go for a putt after the evening 

meal

…make the area attractive to 

families & they will come!

give our sleeping giant of a park a 

new well managed lease of life

We greatly miss the little cafe

It’s a great, tranquil, safe and beauti-

ful place to spend some time - such 

spaces are in sharp decline and every 

bit that remains is to be treasured.



2.3 Interesting ideas for further exploration

While the survey was designed to analyse different strengths of views 
it also provided opportunity for respondents to offer interesting 
suggestions. So, while these following ideas may have been suggested 
by a few respondents they are all also worthy of further investigation.  

open air drama/music performances using 
the natural acoustics of the sunken garden 
(lily pond) - partnership working - using 
volunteers, schools or local nurseries to help 
manage sections of the Park - pop-up stalls 
to sell own goods  - sensory garden for those 
with diminished sight - a maze (possibly 
extending the one that already exists on the 
edge of the old bowling green) - trust status 
for the Park - space for workshops/activities 
- using the bandstand in the concrete area - 
outdoor cinema - space for memorial plaques 
- information and games cabin - outdoor table 
tennis - an area for roller skating - a separate 
entrance to the rose garden - flower show - 
petanque area - kite festival - model boat hire 
- creating an education/eco centre - deck chair 
hire (possibly sponsored by local businesses) - 
herb garden and food produce for sale/use by 
cafe - tennis courts - reinstating the draughts/
chess board - pedal cars - bicycle hire 

I would like to see the Park living and breathing again. At the moment it feels dead and neglected. It 
needs trees, shrubs, flowers, designated areas for playing, eating and drinking, quiet areas for reading, 
contemplating, snoozing. It needs to be full of happy people who have gone to the park and are not just 

walking through it as a convenient short-cut to somewhere. It needs small children playing in a safe 
environment, seats from which to admire the stunning sea views, a good tea shop, vehicles only where 

absolutely necessary and well away from everything else maybe with a separate point of entry and adjacent 
to the road, hidden from view by hedges maybe. Special events need to be SPECIAL and carefully monitored 

and controlled so that they don’t take over. It needs to be beautiful, happy, vibrant and welcoming



Preamble 
These recommendations relate directly to the responses received 
in the survey. They have been developed and agreed by the Friends 
Committee which was established formally in March 2015. They were 
submitted to the Cromer Town Council North Lodge Park committee on 
30 April and published on 1st May 2015. The Friends have requested 
a written response to these recommendations from Cromer Town 
Council. This response will be published in the Friends Newsletter. 

These recommendations should be read as the first stage of a longer-
term plan. The immediate needs are to establish effective working 
procedures between the Friends and the Town Council and to start 
work on some of the priorities identified through the survey. The joint 
meetings that have been held already have highlighted the need for 
more clarity about the role of the Friends in the ongoing management 
and development of the Park. Thus the first recommendation is critical 
to the way the Friends can act in the best interests of the community. If 
this recommendation is agreed the Friends will start work immediately 
on the next stage - developing ideas for a 5-10 year plan and consulting 
on these - whilst ensuring the other priorities are all taken forward 
as quickly as possible. A quick response to this recommendation 
from Cromer Town Council would also make it possible to apply for 
other funds through, for example, the COMA  initiative (Community 
Ownership and Management of Assets).

In defining these recommendations the Friends have taken into 
account the financial context in which the Park has been transferred 
to the Town Council. Financial restraints mean that not everything 
is possible. However, the Friends believe that if the Park is managed 
effectively, with a clear business plan, these recommendations are all 
possible. It is considered that a well-managed Park, with such potential 
as North Lodge Park, could increasingly become more self-sufficient 
thereby reducing the demands on the Town’s budget. However, for this 
to occur there has to be sufficient investment and ongoing financial 
commitment to ensure that there is no further decline in the state of 
the Park as this deterioration could increase the costs significantly. 

There has been no call from the community for a total redesign. Hardly 
any respondents suggested this. There is a clear mandate for the Park 
to be enhanced and revitalised not dramatically changed.

The Friends are aware that because they have based the following 
recommendations on the strength of views expressed there will be 
some people who are disappointed. The Friends hope that everyone 
will see why these recommendations have been made at this stage 
and will want to support us as we all work together to improve the 
Park. The Park will only be as good as we make it - we all need to 
share responsibility and contribute whatever we can.  A very positive 
outcome from the survey is that there is now a data base of Friends, 
many of whom have offered help. The end result could be a beacon 
of what communities can do when they work together in each other’s 
best interest. 

The central message that has come through the responses to this survey 
has been a willingness and desire to make the Park a real community 
asset that everyone can enjoy, particularly families and friends. This is 
the aim of all the recommendations.   

Part Two: Recommendations

...there has to be sufficient 
investment and ongoing 
financial commitment to 

ensure that there is no further 
decline in the state of the 
Park as this deterioration 
could increase the costs 

significantly...

The Park will only be as good 
as we make it - we all need 
to share responsibility and 

contribute whatever we can

The central message that has 
come through the responses 

to this survey has been a 
willingness and desire to make 

the Park a real community 
asset that everyone can enjoy.

These recommendations 
should be read as the first 
stage of a longer-term plan

The immediate needs are to 
establish effective working 
procedures between the 

Friends and the Town Council 
and to start work on some 
of the priorities identified 

through the survey.



Recommendations 

1. The Park should be managed in the interests of the community.
 

Experience of other parks around the country confirms that this 
recommendation is best achieved through the setting up of a 
Trust that consists of members of the community together with 
appointed councillors, and funded by the Council.  As one Council 
said ‘By working with communities we are likely to achieve a 
greater understanding of what local people want from their local 
park or green space, projects in parks will be more successful and 
sustainable, and there will be more opportunities to make a real 
difference to our...environment.’  

In the meantime, in order for the partnership between the Friends 
and Cromer Town Council to work effectively, all members of the 
joint committee need to have equal voting rights in all matters. 
The only exception to this being setting of the budget which is the 
legal responsibility of the council. However, all members should be 
able to contribute to discussions about how this budget is set and 
decide how it is used.

In addition, further investigations should take place into how the 
Park can best be managed on a day-to-day basis.

2. All decisions regarding the Park should be made in the light of the 
Principles attached (Annex A)

3. The budget allocated to the Park by Cromer Town Council should 
be sufficient to:
• maintain and improve the Park and ensure no further 

deterioration. It should include all areas of work defined in the 
attached outline framework (Annex B)

• provide additional ‘seed’ funding to enable access to other 
funds

• provide some financial support for recommendation 7.  

4. The cafe should be opened as soon as possible. It should meet the 
needs of the community and be open for longer throughout the 
year as described in the attached outline framework (Annex C).

5. The potential of the concrete area should be explored immediately. 
• All materials/equipment of the previous contractor should 

be removed as soon as the Park transfer has taken place. The 
contractor should also make good all the damage caused to 
the kerbs and edges by their vehicles. They should vacate the 
bandstand which they have been using as an office. 

• In the short-term, while plans are being developed, the Friends 
should be able to use this building so they can renovate and 
use it as a base for community activities and enable greater 
involvement of younger people in the life of the Park.

6. All developments should be considered within a long term plan. 
The Friends will develop a proposal for a 5 and 10 year plan for 
the Park and consult the community on this plan. It will include 
ideas for the development of a children’s play area and positions 
for picnic tables. It will also explore the feasibility of the other 
interesting ideas suggested in the survey.North Lodge Park

Recommendations

adopt principles

set up a trust

establish equal partnership

realistic budget

open cafe

develop a long term plan

improve ‘concrete area’



7. Specific areas of the Park should be tidied and replanted. This 
should include work done by volunteers. The Friends will ask for 
help and manage this work. While the Friends will seek to raise 
funds, the Council is asked to help support the costs of replanting.

8. Appropriate activities should commence as soon as possible. The 
Friends will investigate, encourage and activate a range of activities 
through, for example, work with drama and music groups and 
support from Town businesses.

9. Putting should be reintroduced. The Friends will explore ways in 
which this can be achieved. In the short-term this could include 
holding special putting days run by volunteers. In the longer-term 
this could include exploring leasing a space to be run in partnership. 

10. The movement and parking of cars should be controlled more 
strictly. A 5mph speed limit should be introduced immediately.

 

North Lodge Park

Recommendations continued

Recommendations

volunteer working parties

start activities in the Park

reintroduce putting

review vehicles in the Park



 
• The Park will always remain a green space with free access 

for everyone.  Lawns and flower beds will be well-maintained 
and all developments will enhance its beauty and safeguard its 
peacefulness. .  All efforts will be taken to meet the requirements 
of Green Flag status (www.greenflagaward.org)

• The Park will be managed and developed as a community asset 
for Cromer. All aspects of development and management will 
actively pursue the involvement of members of the community, 
with representation of as many groups as possible.  

• Partnerships will be encouraged so that designated areas, facilities 
and activities are managed by others. This includes profit making 
businesses, provided they meet points one and two above and 
contribute an agreed proportion of profits made to the ongoing 
improvement of the Park. 

• Everyone that visits the Park will be asked to help make the Park 
the best it could be by acting considerately and encouraging 
others to do the same. This will be made clear in positive signs. 
These signs will be clear, welcoming, informative and encourage 
community responsibility.

• There will be something for all - facilities and activities should 
attract all age groups.

• A clear distinction will be made between the management and 
financing of North Lodge and management and financing of North 
Lodge Park. 

Annex A - Principles for the use and management of North Lodge Park

North Lodge Park



Short-term selection will be done through interview - the  interview panel 
will consist of two CTC and two Friends who will be appointed by the  joint 
CTC/Friends committee - the successful applicant will be agreed by CTC. 

Longer-term selection will be done through written submissions within the 
time-frame normally expected for such tenders. 

Criteria 
All these criteria should be considered within the overall goal of creating a 
well kept community asset that all visitors can appreciate and enjoy. 

Applications should include costed estimates in respect to each criterium 
that relates to their specific bid. It is not expected that all contractors will 
cover all tasks. All bids should include sustainable use/disposal of garden/
waste materials.  Separate costs should be provided where alternatives have 
been given.

1. Ongoing infrastructure maintenance - gardens
• grass cutting as required to keep all grass areas to either: 

• fine lawn standard (15-35mm) 
• amenity grass (25-75mm) 

• strimming of edges as required to keep the Park tidy
2. Ongoing infrastructure maintenance - sanitary

• litter picking including dog fouling
• emptying bins/dog bin 

• public conveniences - opened before 9:00am and closed around 
8:00pm daily; consumables restocked and cleaned daily (alternative 
costings should be given for different times of opening and closing if 
this would affect the price quoted) 

3. Ongoing flower-bed maintenance
• planting and weeding of: 

• sunken garden (lily pond) 
• clock beds 
• croquet lawn (in front of  Lodge) 
• bandstand beds 

• sustainable planting/ pruning in: 
• East lawn beds 
• maze (off old bowls green) 
• rose garden 
• edge to central lawn
• edge to croquet lawn 

4. Periodic infrastructure maintenance
• feeding/weeding/aeration of grass areas as required to maintain 

quality of grass 
• hedge cutting as required to keep tidy 
• weed spraying of hard areas as required 
• boating pond cleaned as required - at least four times a year 

All applicants should also include details in respect to: 
• financial viability 
• back-up plans for exceptional circumstances when they are not able to 

complete the tasks above 
• indications of other work that would be undertaken if grass does not 

need cutting or strimming - due to drought or time of year 
• ways in which they could work with the joint CTC/Friends committee 

and with volunteers to further improve the Park
• previous qualifications and/or experience. 

All these criteria will be given equal weight in the decision process.  

Annex B - Framework for Maintenance of the Park
The tender process for short-term and longer-term



Annex C - Framework for the Cafe (for short-term and longer-term lease) 

Cromer Town Council (CTC) and the Friends of North 
Lodge Park (FoNLP) are responding to the community’s 
wishes for the café to be made available as soon as 
possible. The Council have therefore agreed that a full 
tender process will not be necessary for a short term 
licence for an initial season until the 10th January 2016.

Instead of a full tender interested parties are invited to 
provide summary details of their proposals against a 
set of ideal criteria and then present their plans to an 
assessment panel. The assessment panel will consist 
of two Cromer Town Councillors and two committee 
members of the Friends of North Lodge Park. 

Criteria 
A set of Criteria has been identified within the overall 
goal of creating a community cafe that caters for all 
members of the community throughout the year.

Proposals will be assessed against the following criteria:
• menu choices - the quality of food and drinks; range 

of items on sale (including how these would meet 
different dietary requirements) and whether the café 
would be licensed

• opening hours - (throughout the year)
• the style/character of the premises and how it is will 

provide a welcoming and inclusive atmosphere with 
a high level of customer service

• proposals for how the café might contribute to Park 
life and the community

• the methods that will be used to attract customers
• amount of investment to be committed to get 

the café up and running and creating a pleasant 
environment 

• how quickly the café might be open
• the level of rent that would be paid, or profit share 

agreement
• qualifications and/or previous experience.

The application will be considered as a whole so that 
strengths in one area will be balanced by less emphasis 
on other areas. For example, high quality produce, 
opening times throughout the year and/or investment 
in the building could be balanced by a lower level of 
rent. All these criteria will be given equal weight in the 
decision process. 

The community would like to see a café open as soon 
as possible and for it to remain open during the winter 
months as well as the peak season, so the assessment 
panel will be looking for reassurance of the viability of 
the proposals. 

Responsibilities 

The landlord will: 
• carry out detailed assessment of the building 

and ensure the premises are in a fit state before 
lease begins - this will include making good 
any deficiencies in electrics, and fabric of the 
building

• maintain the external fabric during the tenancy 
agreement

• pay buildings insurance and landlords insurance 

The Licensee will: 
• pay rates. The current rateable value is £ 1,575. 

For the actual rates to be paid against this and 
to confirm whether you would be eligible to 
small business rate relief contact North Norfolk 
District Council.

• pay service charge (to cover buildings insurance) 
• pay all bills
• ensure building is in same state at end of tenure 

as at beginning
• ensure all health and safety requirements are 

met and take all steps to achieve a level 5* 
rating. 

• keep the kitchen, dining area and property clean 
including windows, internally and externally

• ensure adequate pest control is in place as 
might be necessary

• be responsible for organising and meeting 
all costs associated with an appropriate 
commercial waste contract

• co-operate with and permit representatives of 
CTC/FoNLP to undertake inspections at any time 
of the premises, equipment and food

• provide all furniture, equipment, cash tills, 
crockery, cutlery and other materials to provide 
the catering service proposed

• operate in close partnership with the Cromer 
Town Council and the Friends of North Lodge 
Park.


